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1 Introduction

Legged animals manage to maneuver over a huge variety
of soft (e.g. grass, sand, mud etc.) and hard grounds (e.g.
urban or stony environments). Neural networks in the spinal
cord significantly contribute to control these motions in or-
der to generate efficient and stable locomotion [1–4]. For
hopping on changing ground properties (e.g. ground stiff-
ness or damping) an adaptive behavior of the system (ani-
mal or robot) enables robust and safe locomotion. Previous
studies on human hopping suggest that an important strategy
for the motor control system is to maintain similar center of
mass (CoM) dynamics [5, 6]. This is achieve by changes of
the muscle activation pattern (due to feed-forward and feed-
back contribution) [2–4] and intrinsic muscle-mechanical
adaptations which account for an instantaneous leg stiffness
adjustment [1,7]. Still, it remains unclear how different sen-
sory reflex pathways (of different proprioceptive signals) are
used - in parallel or in isolation - to control the adaptive be-
havior of leg extensor muscles.
In this simulation study we aim at better understanding
the reflex mechanisms in hopping on changing body mor-
phology (tendon elasticity) and environmental conditions
(ground stiffness). We want to explore the capabilities of a
monosynaptic feedback loops to cope with these changes.
We consider different combinations of sensoric pathways
(length, force and velocity feedback) in a fused model which
controls one leg extensor muscle in a simple hopping model.
By evaluating the generated motion with respect to stabil-
ity, performance (hopping height) and efficiency (metabolic
cost) we investigate the influence of elastic structures re-
garding the proper composition of the reflex pathways.
A deeper understanding of the contribution of different re-
flex pathways and their combinations under different body
morphologies (e.g. tendon compliance, prostheses) and en-
vironmental changes (e.g. ground properties) may help to
improve control policies for robotic and assistive systems.

2 Methods

To alter (1) the serial elasticity and (2) the ground stiff-
ness we use to models (Figure 1A and B). Considering [8],
both hopping models are comprised of a point mass (m),
two massless leg segments (length ls) and a leg extensor
muscle-tendon-complex (MTC), consisting of a contractile
element (CE) and a serial elastic element (SE). For alter-
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Figure 1: Hopping models in flight and stance: (A) SE elasticity
and (B) ground stiffness (kground) alterations.

ations of the SE elasticity (Model A), three configurations
of the SE reference strain are used: (1) ’stiff configuration’
(0.01), (2) ’moderate configuration’ (0.03) and (3) ’compli-
ant configuration’ (0.05). Ground stiffness manipulations
(Model B) are modeled by changing the linear spring con-
stant (kground): (1) ’compliant ground’ (100 kN/m), (2) ’stiff
ground’ (500 kN/m), (3) ’reference ground’ (9999 kN/m).
In order to investigate the individual and fused contribu-
tion of multiple feedback pathways on the hopping perfor-
mance, we extend the neuromuscular feedback model of [8].
To generate an activation signal of the CE, all three feed-
back signals (FFB: muscle force Fce, LFB: fibre length lce,
VFB: fibre velocity vce) are multiplied by a blending factor
(λF,L,V ) to weight the individual pathways: S(t) = λF ∗GF ∗
Fce/Fmax + λL ∗ GL ∗ (lce − Lo f f ) + λV ∗ GV ∗ (vce −Vo f f ).
The dimensionality of the spanned parameter space is re-
duced by restricting the sum of all three blending factors [9]:
λF +λL+λV = 1, 0≤ λF,L,V < 1. We use the hopping height
(hmax) at apex (vy = 0) to evaluate the motion performance.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the predicted (Model A) hopping height
of all possible feedback combinations which resulted in
stable hopping for three different serial elasticities. In-
creasing compliance generates higher hopping heights. For
all serial elasticities, highest hops are found close to sin-
gle FFB. Increasing contribution of VFB reduces the hop-
ping height. When changing the ground stiffness Model
B produced stable hops over a range of ground stiffness
(100− 9.999 kN/m). Figure 3 reveals similar results com-
pared to SE elasticity changes.
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Figure 2: Maximum steady-state hopping height of blended feedback signals for three different SE elasticities: (A) ’compliant’, (B)
’moderate’ and (C) ’stiff configuration’. Every point within the triangle represents a unique combination of the three feedback
pathways: corners of the triangle represent a full contribution of one single feedback (e.g. 100% FFB, 0% VFB, 0% LFB),
while the middle point describes an equal composition of all feedback pathways (33.3% FFB, 33.3% VFB, 33.3% LFB). Unstable
predictions and maxima are visualized by white areas and red points respectively.
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Figure 3: Maximum steady-state hopping height of blended feedback signals for three different ground stiffness: (A) ’compliant’, (B)
’moderate’ and (C) ’stiff ground’.

4 Discussion

Increasing compliance of the system and its environment
resulted in an enhanced motion performance. Changes in
the body morphology (serial elasticity) or the environment
(ground stiffness) showed no influence on the distribution of
stable feedback compositions. Also, the predicted hopping
performance and the location of the global maxima seem to
be consistent for both modifications. Thus, the neuromuscu-
lar feedback system seems to be independent to stiffness al-
terations of the interacting mechanical structures. This con-
sistency might be beneficial for the motor control system as
changes of the (stable) solution space would require effort
to control the recruitment of feedback pathways.

As we used a highly simplified hopping and feedback
model its adaptive behavior does not reflect complex re-
sponse behaviors. Still, previous simulations with simi-
lar simple feedback models were able to generate robust
and adaptable behavior for hopping and walking motions
[4, 8, 10].

For proof-of-concept we aim at implementing this ap-
proach for fusing multi-sensoric feedback pathways on a
robotic hopping leg, called MARCO Hopper II [11]. Prelim-
inary results may be available until the conference (AMAM
2017).
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